Early Semester Review Form

Class Representatives will administer the forms, collect them and then use the remaining time to have a discussion. The class reps will summarize the forms, and make an appointment and meet with the instructor to discuss the early semester review outcomes. **Your feedback and forms are confidential and will be presented to instructors in aggregate form only and in a manner that does not reveal your personal identity.**

Course: UGBA ______ Section ____  Instructor _______________________

Please consider all relevant aspects of this course such as cases, lectures, class discussion, teaching style, and readings and answer the two following questions (write on the back if you need more space).

1. What one aspect of practice should the instructor absolutely continue in this course?

2. With a realistic view as to what can be changed at this point in the semester, what one aspect should the instructor change in this course? How?

3. What one direction should the instructor give the GSI to improve the value of the discussion **(ONLY if applicable)**?